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There are many uses of plastic grommets in almost all environments today; the home, office,
factories, public places and the like have many uses when it comes to plastic grommets. There are
many manufacturers and distributors of plastic grommets which function to protect and apply the
proper finishing to a wide range of applications in many industries.

Grommets

There is a wide range of grommets manufactured today using PVC, rubber and TPR which is
perfect in the protection of wires, hoses and cable passing through standard metal panel sheets.
The various designs and sizes of grommets can fit most standard panel holes between 3/16 inches
and 2 Â½ inches.

These grommets, whether in plastic or rubber material, will snap into the holes easily without any
extra tools in their installation. The most appropriate grommet should be chosen depending on the
type of exposure and environment which exposes the type of grommets in contact.

Uses

While rubber grommets are suitable to most typical applications, they can cause some concern
when exposed to UV light, ozone or chemicals. Hence, PVC or TPR grommets would be a safer
choice for the same application. Plastic grommets or even nylon ones are popular choices for their
usually available stock.

There are many types of standard grommets of various styles; these include grommet sleeves and
plastic diaphragm grommets which are specialized categories of grommets. IP67 standard
grommets as well as IP67 edging grommets are designed meeting the application demands with a
simple buying process which is a direct consolidation with the vendor.

Standard rubber or plastic grommets are designed to protect wires, tubing, cables and hoses; they
can be installed instantly and easily with a snapping into the hole. There is excellent adhesion with a
fitting design for holes in standard sheet metals.

Special grommets

International Protection Rating 67 plastic or nylon grommets are perfect for external applications
requiring a watertight seal. Such grommets function like a blacking plug prior to the cable
installation. The diaphragm grommet is one such grommet that functions to conceal access holes
prior to wire installation. Hence, multiple wire ranges are able to pass through.

The PVC material used for grommets is non-staining, ozone resistant, acid and sunlight resistant.
Plastic grommet sleeves offer extra support and protection for wires or cables running through
panels while edging grommets offer good protection over sharp edges. One can choose from the
myriad of grommets in the market which are available in various styles and sizes for the different
applications.
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